September 12, 2011

Gwen called the meeting to order at 9:33 pm. Jeff opened in prayer.
Christian C. motioned to pass the minutes from the September 1st meeting. Sean seconded the
motion. Minutes passed 11-0-2.

Announcements
•
•
•

Two new freshman representatives were in attendance- Daniel Martin is the graphic design
representative and Artyom Solodovnikov is a club representative
Freshman presidential elections will be over on Thursday
Homecoming court nominations are currently going on in Alex’s and the Brig. Voting will
continue until Thursday at dinner

Cabinet Updates

Presidents Cabinet
• Christian gave the presidents cabinet update. They picked a final date for Town HallNovember 2nd. They are planning events for Our Town on October 22nd. They discussed
the idea of fixing the Turbo costume and finding a permanent person(s) to be Turbo (this was
via a suggestion email).
• Gwen proposed a vote. All in favor for signups for regular Turbo positions. Motion passes 130-0.
Communications Cabinet
• Jeremy gave the communications cabinet update. They talked about implementing their social
media outlet. The Twitter and FB pages are up and running. The new logo was designed by
Jeremy. They are discussing using a QR code. The representatives were asked to add and
recommend the Twitter and FB pages to their friends. They plan to produce a spotlight at
Geneva video series focusing on students who are taking an initiative to be active on/off
campus.
Clubs Cabinet
• Nick gave the update. Justin and him prepared for the club conference which was on
Saturday- 9/10. It went well and they got feedback via surveys from the clubs in attendance.
Justin is trying to start a Business Club because there is not one represented currently.
Finance Cabinet
• Jeff gave the update. He discussed where the money for the purchase of homecoming shirts
would be coming from. Jeff met with Nancy Graham, Dave Rhoades, and Paul Pishoneri to
talk about updating the TVs in the Brig. They were planning to update them next summer,
but would let the GCSU take the project on/ contribute to the project. The estimate is approx.
$1200-$1500 per unit.
• Christian suggested investing in TVs and let the school work on the sound system during the
summer. Joe suggested putting the money towards a different project because the school has
already budgeted for the TV project. Nick said it would be a good investment for the GCSU

•
•
•

to help with and it would show immediate results- while the GCSU should research the
amphitheatre for a project in the future as well. Sean thinks the TVs would be a good
investment to help with right now, showing immediate results and to go along nicely with the
current renovations.
Christian called to question to raise the budget for the TVs in the Brig. Nick added that he
does not feel comfortable voting without a set budget for the TVs and the proposed
amphitheatre.
Nick called to question that if the TVs are done, should they be done in full by the GCSU or
half way (not including the advanced sound renovation). 12-1-0 was voted that the project
should, if it is taken on, be done in full.
The presidents will look into researching costs of the amphitheatre. The finance committee
will continue researching the TV project for the Brig.

Meeting adjourned at 10:29 p.m.

